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- Zone Administration Tools
- Authoritative Domain Name Server Tools
- Recursive Domain Name Server Tools
- Application/Script Writers
- End Users (DNSSEC Native Applications)
- DNS Error Checking Tools
- DNSSEC Management Tools
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DNSSEC-Tools: DNSSEC Management Tools

- **blinkenlights**: Display information on the current state of the zones `rollerd` is managing. Some aspects of `rollerd` execution and zone control may be performed with `blinkenlights`.

- **bubblos**: Simple display of the rollover status of zones managed by `rollerd`. Each managed zone is shown in a color-coded button in a window of buttons. This is a display-only tool; actual control is not allowed.

- **lights**: Very simple overview of the rollover status of zones managed by `rollerd`. A stoplight-style display shows those zones in normal operation, those zones in rollover, and those zones in need of manual intervention. This is a display-only tool; actual control is not allowed.

- **grandvizier**: Display information on the current state of the realms `drealms` is managing. Some aspects of `drealms` execution and realm control may be performed with `grandvizier`.

- **Nagios Plugin and Modifications**: A plugin and modifications for the Nagios computer and network monitoring system. The `dt_zonestat` plugin retrieves zone rollover status from a `rollrec` file. The modifications provide nicer Nagios output for the result of the `dt_zonestat` plugin. These modifications have been made to Nagios version 3.2.3.

- **Zabbix Plugins**: Modifications to the Zabbix monitoring system. These monitor plugins have been developed under Zabbix version 1.8.8. This is currently under development and has not been released yet.
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